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leadership cases throughout demonstrate how real leaders have succeeded by applying the leadership principles
discussed in the book.
Streetlights and Shadows-Gary A. Klein 2011-09-30 An expert explains how the conventional wisdom about
decision making can get us into trouble—and why experience can't be replaced by rules, procedures, or analytical
methods. In making decisions, when should we go with our gut and when should we try to analyze every option?
When should we use our intuition and when should we rely on logic and statistics? Most of us would probably
agree that for important decisions, we should follow certain guidelines—gather as much information as possible,
compare the options, pin down the goals before getting started. But in practice we make some of our best
decisions by adapting to circumstances rather than blindly following procedures. In Streetlights and Shadows,
Gary Klein debunks the conventional wisdom about how to make decisions. He takes ten commonly accepted
claims about decision making and shows that they are better suited for the laboratory than for life. The standard
advice works well when everything is clear, but the tough decisions involve shadowy conditions of complexity and
ambiguity. Gathering masses of information, for example, works if the information is accurate and complete—but
that doesn't often happen in the real world. (Think about the careful risk calculations that led to the downfall of
the Wall Street investment houses.) Klein offers more realistic ideas about how to make decisions in real-life
settings. He provides many examples—ranging from airline pilots and weather forecasters to sports announcers
and Captain Jack Aubrey in Patrick O'Brian's Master and Commander novels—to make his point. All these decision
makers saw things that others didn't. They used their expertise to pick up cues and to discern patterns and
trends. We can make better decisions, Klein tells us, if we are prepared for complexity and ambiguity and if we
will stop expecting the data to tell us everything.

Judgment Calls-Thomas H. Davenport 2012-04-03 Your guide to making better decisions Despite the dizzying
amount of data at our disposal today—and an increasing reliance on analytics to make the majority of our
decisions—many of our most critical choices still come down to human judgment. This fact is fundamental to
organizations whose leaders must often make crucial decisions: to do this they need the best available insights. In
Judgment Calls, authors Tom Davenport and Brook Manville share twelve stories of organizations that have
successfully tapped their data assets, diverse perspectives, and deep knowledge to build an organizational
decision-making capability—a competence they say can make the difference between success and failure. This
book introduces a model that taps the collective judgment of an organization so that the right decisions are made,
and the entire organization profits. Through the stories in Judgment Calls, the authors—both of them seasoned
management thinkers and advisers—make the case for the wisdom of organizations and suggest ways to use it to
best advantage. Each chapter tells a unique story of one dilemma and its ultimate resolution, bringing into high
relief one key to the power of collective judgment. Individually, these stories inspire and instruct; together, they
form a model for building an organizational capacity for broadly based, knowledge-intensive decision making.
You’ve read The Wisdom of Crowds and Competing on Analytics. Now read Judgment Calls. You, and your
organization, will make better decisions.

Semantic Cognition-Timothy T. Rogers 2004 A mechanistic theory of the representation and use of semantic
knowledge that uses distributed connectionist networks as a starting point for a psychological theory of semantic
cognition.

Streetlights and Shadows-Gary A. Klein 2009 An expert explains how the conventional wisdom about decision
making can get us into trouble—and why experience can't be replaced by rules, procedures, or analytical
methods.

The Power of Intuition-Gary Klein 2007-12-18 At times in our careers, we've all been aware of a "gut feeling"
guiding our decisions. Too often, we dismiss these feelings as "hunches" and therefore untrustworthy. But
renowned researcher Gary Klein reveals that, in fact, 90 percent of the critical decisions we make is based on our
intuition. In his new book, THE POWER OF INTUITION, Klein shows that intuition, far from being an innate "sixth
sense," is a learnable--and essential--skill. Based on interviews with senior executives who make important
judgments swiftly, as well as firefighters, emergency medical staff, soldiers, and others who often face decisions
with immediate life-and-death implications, Klein demonstrates that the expertise to recognize patterns and other
cues that enable us--intuitively--to make the right decisions--is a natural extension of experience. Through a threetiered process called the "Exceleration Program," Klein provides readers with the tools they need to build the
intuitive skills that will help them make tough choices, spot potential problems, manage uncertainty, and size up
situations quickly. Klein also shows how to communicate such decisions more effectively, coach others in the art
of intuition, and recognize and defend against an overdependence on information technology. The first book to
demystify the role of intuition in decision making, THE POWER OF INTUITION is essential reading for those who
wish to develop their intuition skills, wherever they are in the organizational hierarchy.

Sources of Power-Gary A. Klein 1999-02-18 Anyone who watches the television news has seen images of
firefighters rescuing people from burning buildings and paramedics treating bombing victims. How do these
individuals make the split-second decisions that save lives? Most studies of decision making, based on artificial
tasks assigned in laboratory settings, view people as biased and unskilled. Gary Klein is one of the developers of
the naturalistic decision making approach, which views people as inherently skilled and experienced. It
documents human strengths and capabilities that so far have been downplayed or ignored. Since 1985, Klein has
conducted fieldwork to find out how people tackle challenges in difficult, nonroutine situations. Sources of Power
is based on observations of humans acting under such real-life constraints as time pressure, high stakes, personal
responsibility, and shifting conditions. The professionals studied include firefighters, critical care nurses, pilots,
nuclear power plant operators, battle planners, and chess masters. Each chapter builds on key incidents and
examples to make the description of the methodology and phenomena more vivid. In addition to providing
information that can be used by professionals in management, psychology, engineering, and other fields, the book
presents an overview of the research approach of naturalistic decision making and expands our knowledge of the
strengths people bring to difficult tasks.

Decision Making in Action-Gary A. Klein 1992-08-01 This book describes the new perspective of naturalistic
decision making. The point of departure is how people make decisions in complex, time-pressured, ambiguous,
and changing environments. The purpose of this book is to present and elaborate on past models developed to
explain this type of decision making. The central philosophy of the book is that classical decision theory has been
unproductive since it is so heavily grounded in economics and mathematics. The contributors believe there is little
to be learned from laboratory studies about how people actually handle difficult and interesting tasks; therefore,
the book presents a critique of classical decision theory. The models of naturalistic decision making described by
the contributors were derived to explain the behavior of firefighters, business people, jurors, nuclear power plant
operators, and command-and-control officers. The models are unique in that they address the way people use
experience to frame situations and adopt courses of action. The models explain the strengths of skilled decision
makers. Naturalistic decision research requires the examination of field settings, and a section of the book covers
methods for conducting meaningful research outside the laboratory. In addition, since his approach has applied
value, the book covers issues of training and decision support systems.

Seeing What Others Don't-Gary Klein 2013-06-25 A renowned cognitive psychologist reveals the science behind
achieving breakthrough discoveries, allowing readers to confidently solve problems, improve decision-making,
and achieve success. Insights-like Darwin's understanding of the way evolution actually works, and Watson and
Crick's breakthrough discoveries about the structure of DNA-can change the world. Yet we know very little about
when, why, or how insights are formed-or what blocks them. In Seeing What Others Don't, Gary Klein unravels the
mystery. Klein is a keen observer of people in their natural settings-scientists, businesspeople, firefighters, police
officers, soldiers, family members, friends, himself-and uses a marvelous variety of stories to illuminate his
research into what insights are and how they happen. What, for example, enabled Harry Markopolos to put the
finger on Bernie Madoff? How did Dr. Michael Gottlieb make the connections between different patients that
allowed him to publish the first announcement of the AIDS epidemic? How did Martin Chalfie come up with a
million-dollar idea (and a Nobel Prize) for a natural flashlight that enabled researchers to look inside living
organisms to watch biological processes in action? Klein also dissects impediments to insight, such as when
organizations claim to value employee creativity and to encourage breakthroughs but in reality block disruptive
ideas and prioritize avoidance of mistakes. Or when information technology systems are "dumb by design" and
block potential discoveries. Both scientifically sophisticated and fun to read, Seeing What Others Don't shows that
insight is not just a "eureka!" moment but a whole new way of understanding.

How Infants Know Minds-Vasudevi Reddy 2008 "Reddy's emphasis on involvement rather than observation
challenges psychology's traditionally detached stance: for adults as well as for infants it is emotional engagement
that allows an awareness of minds. A feeling of minds, Reddy argues, is present from the beginning of life. The
starting point for psychological awareness is not isolation but emotional relation."--BOOK JACKET.

Working Minds-Beth Crandall 2006-07-07 How to collect data about cognitive processes and events, how to
analyze CTA findings, and how to communicate them effectively: a handbook for managers, trainers, systems
analysts, market researchers, health professionals, and others. Cognitive Task Analysis (CTA) helps researchers
understand how cognitive skills and strategies make it possible for people to act effectively and get things done.
CTA can yield information people need—employers faced with personnel issues, market researchers who want to
understand the thought processes of consumers, trainers and others who design instructional systems, health
care professionals who want to apply lessons learned from errors and accidents, systems analysts developing user
specifications, and many other professionals. CTA can show what makes the workplace work—and what keeps it
from working as well as it might. Working Minds is a true handbook, offering a set of tools for doing CTA:
methods for collecting data about cognitive processes and events, analyzing them, and communicating them
effectively. It covers both the "why" and the "how" of CTA methods, providing examples, guidance, and stories
from the authors' own experiences as CTA practitioners. Because effective use of CTA depends on some
conceptual grounding in cognitive theory and research—on knowing what a cognitive perspective can offer—the
book also offers an overview of current research on cognition. The book provides detailed guidance for planning
and carrying out CTA, with chapters on capturing knowledge and capturing the way people reason. It discusses
studying cognition in real-world settings and the challenges of rapidly changing technology. And it describes key
issues in applying CTA findings in a variety of fields. Working Minds makes the methodology of CTA accessible
and the skills involved attainable.

In the Dragon's Shadow-Sebastian Strangio 2020-08-07 A timely look at the impact of China's booming
emergence on the countries of Southeast Asia Today, Southeast Asia stands uniquely exposed to the waxing
power of the new China. Three of its nations border China and five are directly impacted by its claims over the
South China Sea. All dwell in the lengthening shadow of its influence: economic, political, military, and cultural.
As China seeks to restore its former status as Asia's preeminent power, the countries of Southeast Asia face an
increasingly stark choice: flourish within Beijing's orbit or languish outside of it. Meanwhile, as rival powers
including the United States take concerted action to curb Chinese ambitions, the region has emerged as an arena
of heated strategic competition. Drawing on more than a decade of on-the-ground experience, Sebastian Strangio
explores the impacts of China's rise on Southeast Asia, the varied ways in which the countries of the region are
responding, and what it might mean for the future balance of power in the Indo-Pacific.

The Shadow of the Wind-Carlos Ruiz Zafón 2004 Representing the letter “Z” in a series of 26 collectible
editions, a new design of a classic novel follows the son of an antiquarian book dealer who stumbles upon a dark
secret while trying to discover why all copies of a mysterious author's books are being systematically destroyed.

Theories of Team Cognition-Eduardo Salas 2013-06-17 Cognitive processes in teams have been a valuable
arena for team researchers to explore. Team cognition research advances and informs a variety of disciplines,
including cognitive and social sciences, engineering, military science, organizational science, human factors,
medicine, and communications. There has been a great deal of progress in the team cognition literature, yet the
field is still in its early stages of maturity. There is much more to be gained from the field’s insights and there is a
need to unite the diverse array of scholarly ideas that permeate the field. This movement will serve to organize
the research and ideas that have surfaced in the field, thereby making them more accessible to different
disciplines while at the same time, motivating continued progress in the field. This book aims to be a step in this
direction and acts as a forum for leading scholars to share their ideas, theories, models, and conceptions about
what matters and where more attention is needed in the field of team cognition.

Naturalistic Decision Making-Caroline E. Zsambok 2014-01-02 If you aren't using the term naturalistic decision
making, or NDM, you soon will be. Even as a very young field, NDM has already had far-reaching applications in
areas as diverse as management, aviation, health care, nuclear power, military command and control, corporate
teamwork, and manufacturing. Put simply, NDM is the way people use their experience to make decisions in the
context of a job or task. Of particular interest to NDM researchers are the effects of high-stake consequences,
shifting goals, incomplete information, time pressure, uncertainty, and other conditions that are present in most
of today's work places and that add to the complexity of decision making. Applications of NDM research findings
target decision aids and training that help people in their decision-making processes. This book reports the
findings of top NDM researchers, as well as many of their current applications. In addition, the book offers a
historical perspective on the emergence of this new paradigm, describes recent theoretical and methodological
advancements, and points to future developments. It was written for people interested in decision making
research and applications relative to a diverse array of work settings and products such as human-computer
interfaces, decision support systems, individual and team training, product designs, and organizational
development and planning.

Empires of light-Niharika Dinkar 2019-09-19 Light was central to the visual politics and imaginative
geographies of empire, even beyond its role as a symbol of knowledge and progress in post-Enlightenment
narratives. This book describes how imperial mappings of geographical space in terms of ‘cities of light’ and
‘hearts of darkness’ coincided with the industrialisation of light (in homes, streets, theatres) and its
instrumentalisation through new representative forms (photography, film, magic lanterns, theatrical lighting).
Cataloguing the imperial vision in its engagement with colonial India, the book evaluates responses by the
celebrated Indian painter Ravi Varma (1848–1906) to reveal the centrality of light in technologies of vision, not
merely as an ideological effect but as a material presence that produces spaces and inscribes bodies.

Effective Leadership-Ronald H. Humphrey 2013-05-29 Effective Leadership: Theory, Cases, and Applications, by
Ronald H. Humphrey, integrates traditional and new leadership theories—including transformational leadership,
leader-member exchange, authentic leadership, servant leadership, self-leadership, shared and distributed
leadership, identity theory, and the value of emotions and affect—to provide a comprehensive look at the many
facets of effective leadership. Practical and fun to read, this innovative book incorporates personal reflections and
current business examples to bring the theories of organizational leadership to life. In addition, “Put it in
Practice” features help readers see how they can apply the leadership research to their own work lives, while
streetlights-and-shadows-searching-for-the-keys-to-adaptive-decision-making-a-bradford-book

Stalinist City Planning-Heather DeHaan 2013-02-28 Based on research in previously closed Soviet archives, this
book sheds light on the formative years of Soviet city planning and on state efforts to consolidate power through
cityscape design. Stepping away from Moscow's central corridors of power, Heather D. DeHaan focuses her study
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on 1930s Nizhnii Novgorod, where planners struggled to accommodate the expectations of a Stalinizing state
without sacrificing professional authority and power. Bridging institutional and cultural history, the book brings
together a variety of elements of socialism as enacted by planners on a competitive urban stage, such as scientific
debate, the crafting of symbolic landscapes, and state campaigns for the development of cultured cities and
people. By examining how planners and other urban inhabitants experienced, lived, and struggled with socialism
and Stalinism, DeHaan offers readers a much broader, more complex picture of planning and planners than has
been revealed to date.

a more nuanced understanding of those goods can enhance the archaeological study of the people who used them
far beyond Britain’s shores. However, until recently archaeologists have given relatively little attention to such
goods in Britain itself, thereby missing what is often revealing and useful contextual information for historical
archaeologists working in countries where British goods were consumed while also leaving significant portions of
Britain’s own archaeological record poorly understood. The Importance of British Material Culture to Historical
Archaeologies of the Nineteenth Century helps fill these gaps, through case studies demonstrating the importance
and meaning of mass-produced material culture in Britain from the birth of the Industrial Revolution (mid-1700s)
to early World War II. By examining many disparate items—such as ceramics made for export, various goods
related to food culture, Scottish land documents, and artifacts of death—these studies enrich both an
understanding of Britain itself and the many places it influenced during the height of its international power.

Getting Through It Before Getting Past It-Gary Klein 2012-12-23 Surviving the collapse of your business and
personal life, and finding the inspiration to begin again with renewed Passion, Humility, and Drive.

The Outsiders-S. E. Hinton 2012-05-15 50 years of an iconic classic! This international bestseller and inspiration
for a beloved movie is a heroic story of friendship and belonging. No one ever said life was easy. But Ponyboy is
pretty sure that he's got things figured out. He knows that he can count on his brothers, Darry and Sodapop. And
he knows that he can count on his friends—true friends who would do anything for him, like Johnny and Two-Bit.
But not on much else besides trouble with the Socs, a vicious gang of rich kids whose idea of a good time is
beating up on “greasers” like Ponyboy. At least he knows what to expect—until the night someone takes things too
far. The Outsiders is a dramatic and enduring work of fiction that laid the groundwork for the YA genre. S. E.
Hinton's classic story of a boy who finds himself on the outskirts of regular society remains as powerful today as it
was the day it was first published. "The Outsiders transformed young-adult fiction from a genre mostly about
prom queens, football players and high school crushes to one that portrayed a darker, truer world." —The New
York Times "Taut with tension, filled with drama." —The Chicago Tribune "[A] classic coming-of-age book."
—Philadelphia Daily News A New York Herald Tribune Best Teenage Book A Chicago Tribune Book World Spring
Book Festival Honor Book An ALA Best Book for Young Adults Winner of the Massachusetts Children's Book
Award

Friend-Paek Nam-nyong 2020-05-05 Paek Nam-nyong’s Friend is a tale of marital intrigue, abuse, and divorce in
North Korea. A woman in her thirties comes to a courthouse petitioning for a divorce. As the judge who hears her
statement begins to investigate the case, the story unfolds into a broader consideration of love and marriage. The
novel delves into its protagonists’ past, describing how the couple first fell in love and then how their marriage
deteriorated over the years. It chronicles the toll their acrimony takes on their son and their careers alongside the
story of the judge’s own marital troubles. A best-seller in North Korea, where Paek continues to live and write,
Friend illuminates a side of life in the DPRK that Western readers have never before encountered. Far from being
a propagandistic screed in praise of the Great Leader, Friend describes the lives of people who struggle with
everyday problems such as marital woes and workplace conflicts. Instead of socialist-realist stock figures, Paek
depicts complex characters who wrestle with universal questions of individual identity, the split between public
and private selves, the unpredictability of existence, and the never-ending labor of maintaining a relationship.
This groundbreaking translation of one of North Korea’s most popular writers offers English-language readers a
page-turner full of psychological tension as well as a revealing portrait of a society that is typically seen as closed
to the outside world.

From the Shadows-G. R. Halliday 2020-02-20 DISCOVER THE MOST ADDICTIVE SCOTTISH CRIME DEBUT OF
2019 *SHORTLISTED FOR THE MCILVANNEY DEBUT PRIZE 2019* 'As dark, gripping and atmospheric as the
Scottish scenery it inhabits' Gordon Brown, author of Deepest Wounds 'Full of twists, turns and frequent red
herrings' NB Magazine 'G.R. Halliday has created a novel as dark, gripping and atmospheric as the Scottish
scenery it inhabits' Gordon Brown, author of Deepest Wounds Seven days. Four deaths. One chance to catch a
killer. Sixteen-year-old Robert arrives home late. Without a word to his dad, he goes up to his bedroom. Robert is
never seen alive again. A body is soon found on the coast of the Scottish Highlands. Detective Inspector Monica
Kennedy is drawn into the murder investigation and she has a feeling that the case won't begin and end with this
one death. Meanwhile, Inverness-based social worker Michael Bach is worried about one of his clients whose last
correspondence was a single ambiguous text message; Nichol Morgan has been missing for seven days. As
Monica is faced with catching a murderer who has been meticulously watching and waiting, Michael keeps
searching for Nichol, desperate to find him before the killer claims another victim. From the Shadows introduces
DI Monica Kennedy, an unforgettable new series lead, perfect for fans of Ann Cleeves's Vera, Susie Steiner and
Peter May. Readers have been gripped by From the Shadows- 'Well written, interesting and full of plot twists!'
'Keeps the reader guessing ... You are sure to be surprised!' 'A dead good debut thriller ... recommended' 'A real
page turner'

Inside Private Prisons-Lauren-Brooke Eisen 2017-11-07 When the tough-on-crime politics of the 1980s
overcrowded state prisons, private companies saw potential profit in building and operating correctional facilities.
Today more than a hundred thousand of the 1.5 million incarcerated Americans are held in private prisons in
twenty-nine states and federal corrections. Private prisons are criticized for making money off mass
incarceration—to the tune of $5 billion in annual revenue. Based on Lauren-Brooke Eisen’s work as a prosecutor,
journalist, and attorney at policy think tanks, Inside Private Prisons blends investigative reportage and
quantitative and historical research to analyze privatized corrections in America. From divestment campaigns to
boardrooms to private immigration-detention centers across the Southwest, Eisen examines private prisons
through the eyes of inmates, their families, correctional staff, policymakers, activists, Immigration and Customs
Enforcement employees, undocumented immigrants, and the executives of America’s largest private prison
corporations. Private prisons have become ground zero in the anti-mass-incarceration movement. Universities
have divested from these companies, political candidates hesitate to accept their campaign donations, and the
Department of Justice tried to phase out its contracts with them. On the other side, impoverished rural towns
often try to lure the for-profit prison industry to build facilities and create new jobs. Neither an endorsement or a
demonization, Inside Private Prisons details the complicated and perverse incentives rooted in the industry, from
mandatory bed occupancy to vested interests in mass incarceration. If private prisons are here to stay, how can
we fix them? This book is a blueprint for policymakers to reform practices and for concerned citizens to
understand our changing carceral landscape.

Graffiti Moon-Cath Crowley 2012-07-05 'We've got at least seven hours to get what we want before the sun
comes up.' School is over, and Lucy has the perfect way to celebrate: tonight she's going to find Shadow, the
mysterious graffiti artist whose work appears all over the city. Somewhere in the glassy darkness, he's out there,
spraying colour, birds and blue sky on the night. And Lucy knows that a guy who paints like Shadow is someone
she could fall for - really fall for. The last person Lucy wants to spend this night with is Ed, the guy she's managed
to avoid since punching him in the nose on the most awkward date of her life. But when Ed tells Lucy he knows
where to find Shadow, the two of them are suddenly on an all-night search to places where Shadow's pieces of
heartbreak and escape echo off the city walls. And what Lucy can't see is the one thing that's right before her
eyes.

The Book of Blood and Shadow-Robin Wasserman 2012 When Nora Kane discovers her best friend murdered
and her boyfriend the apparent killer, she is caught up in a web of secret societies and conspirators, all searching
for a device purported to allow direct communication with God.

Among the Brave-Margaret Peterson Haddix 2010-05-11 In the aftermath of a crisis that threatens the safety of
all shadow children -- illegal third-borns in a society that allows only two children per family -- Trey's friends
expect him to take charge -- a function he doesn't want or think he can do. Trey's new role leads him to travel with
Luke Garner's brother, Mark, to Population Police headquarters. There he impersonates an officer to try to rescue
Luke, who has been taken prisoner. The nonstop adventure puts all three boys in danger and risks exposing the
underground movement to help all shadow children. In this, the fifth book in the Shadow Children series,
Margaret Peterson Haddix returns to the futuristic setting and compelling characters she created in Among the
Hidden. With an adrenaline-fueled plot and surprising twists, Haddix has again crafted a story that is suspenseful
until the last page.

The Poison Artist-Jonathan Moore 2016-01-26 “An electrifying read . . . I haven’t read anything so terrifying
since Red Dragon.” — Stephen King “Magnificent, thoroughly unnerving . . . I dare you to look away.” — Justin
Cronin Caleb Maddox is a San Francisco toxicologist studying the chemical effects of pain. He’s out drinking after
a bad breakup when a hauntingly seductive woman sits down at his side. He talks to Emmeline over absinthe, but
their encounter is fleeting. She brushes her lips on his ear and disappears. He must find her. As Caleb scours the
city, he begins helping the city’s medical examiner with a serial-murder investigation. Soon the search for the
killer entwines with Caleb’s hunt for Emmeline, and the closer he gets to each, the more dangerous his world
becomes. “A wicked mix of Poe, The Silence of the Lambs, and Vertigo,”* The Poison Artist spins a thrilling tale of
obsession, damage, a man unmoored by an unspeakable past, and a woman who offers the ultimate escape. “A
totally new take on the mystery-thriller genre . . . Fresh and unpredictable. The writing is top-notch . . . Grade: A.”
— Cleveland Plain Dealer “Genuinely scary, in the very best way, and nastily twisty, also in the very best way . . .
Hypnotic.” — Guardian * William Landay

The Lost Book of Adana Moreau-Michael Zapata 2020-02-04 *Winner of the Chicago Review of Books Award
for Fiction* A Heartland Booksellers Award Nominee An NPR Best Book of the Year A BookPage Best Book of the
Year A Library Journal Best Winter/Spring Debut of 2020 A Most Anticipated Book of 2020 from the Boston Globe
and The Millions A Best Book of February 2020 at Salon, The Millions, LitHub and Vol 1. Brooklyn “A
stunner—equal parts epic and intimate, thrilling and elegiac.”—Laura Van den Berg, author of The Third Hotel
The mesmerizing story of a Latin American science fiction writer and the lives her lost manuscript unites decades
later in post-Katrina New Orleans In 1929 in New Orleans, a Dominican immigrant named Adana Moreau writes a
science fiction novel. The novel earns rave reviews, and Adana begins a sequel. Then she falls gravely ill. Just
before she dies, she destroys the only copy of the manuscript. Decades later in Chicago, Saul Drower is cleaning
out his dead grandfather’s home when he discovers a mysterious manuscript written by none other than Adana
Moreau. With the help of his friend Javier, Saul tracks down an address for Adana’s son in New Orleans, but as
Hurricane Katrina strikes they must head to the storm-ravaged city for answers. What results is a brilliantly
layered masterpiece—an ode to home, storytelling and the possibility of parallel worlds.

Final Night-Buthaina Al Nasiri 2008 A new paperback edition of this collection of powerful short stories by an
Iraqi writer

Downsiders-Neal Shusterman 2012-02-21 Beneath the sewer grates and manholes of the city lies a strange and
secret world called the Downside. Every Downsider knows that it's forbidden to go Topside, and most fear a
collision of the two worlds. But fourteen-year-old Talon is curious about what goes on above ground, and one day
he ventures out in search of medicine for his ailing sister. There he meets Lindsay, who is as curious about Talon's
world as he is about hers. When Lindsay visits the Downside for the first time, she marvels at the spirit of the
Downsiders, and the way they create works of art from topside "trash," like old subway tokens and forgotten
earrings. As awed as she is by the Downside, however, she also questions its origins, and when she finds out that
this fantastic world is not all it appears to be, she is determined to tell Talon the truth. Then a construction
accident threatens to crush Talon's world, and his loyalty is put to the test. Can the truth save the Downside, or
will it destroy an entire civilization? Neal Shusterman takes readers on an amazing journey into a place that's only
a few steps away, yet beyond their wildest dreams.

The Feedback Imperative-Anna Carroll 2014-07-08 See faster results through everyday feedback. The Feedback
Imperative: How to Give Everyday Feedback to Speed Up Your Team’s Success reveals the hidden reasons why
giving feedback to employees can be so difficult and yet so urgently needed in today’s workplace, and provides
the definitive steps for overcoming feedback avoidance and taking great leaps forward with employee
engagement, retention, and performance. Anna Carroll applies her extensive research and expertise in business
consulting and psychology to illustrate how brain science, generational trends, our information economy, limiting
beliefs, and organizational culture collide in the new workplace, creating a huge gap between the supply and
demand of helpful professional feedback. In her “Seven Steps to Everyday Feedback” and sixteen tools for selfassessment and planning, Carroll provides detailed instructions for leaders to execute a feedback turnaround that
will quench their team members’ thirst for helpful feedback and build a culture in which employee-to-leader and
peer-to-peer feedback are welcome as well.

Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry-Mildred D. Taylor 2004 Young Cassie Logan endures humiliation and witnesses
the racism of the KKK as they embark on a cross-burning rampage, before she fully understands the importance
her family attributes to having land of their own.

Paper Towns-John Green 2013 Special edition slipcase edition of John Green's Paper Towns, with pop-up paper
town. From the bestselling author of The Fault in our Stars. Quentin Jacobsen has always loved Margo Roth
Spiegelman, for Margo (and her adventures) are the stuff of legend at their high school. So when she one day
climbs through his window and summons him on an all-night road trip of revenge he cannot help but follow. But
the next day Margo doesn't come to school and a week later she is still missing. Q soon learns that there are clues
in her disappearance . . . and they are for him. But as he gets deeper into the mystery - culminating in another
awesome road trip across America - he becomes less sure of who and what he is looking for. Masterfully written
by John Green, this is a thoughtful, insightful and hilarious coming-of-age story.

Peppe the Lamplighter-Elisa Bartone 1997-09-22 Peppe becomes a lamplighter to help support his immigrant
family in turn-of-the-century New York City, despite his papa's disapproval. But when Peppe's job helps save his
little sister, he earns the respect of his entire family.

The Book Thief-Markus Zusak 2016-04-21 The 10th-anniversary edition of the No. 1 international bestseller and
modern classic beloved by millions of readers HERE IS A SMALL FACT - YOU ARE GOING TO DIE 1939. Nazi
Germany. The country is holding its breath. Death has never been busier. Liesel, a nine-year-old girl, is living with
a foster family on Himmel Street. Her parents have been taken away to a concentration camp. Liesel steals books.
This is her story and the story of the inhabitants of her street when the bombs begin to fall. SOME IMPORTANT
INFORMATION - THIS NOVEL IS NARRATED BY DEATH The 10th-anniversary edition features pages of bonus
content, including marked-up manuscript pages, original sketches, and pages from the author's writing notebook.

The Glass Castle-Jeannette Walls 2006-01-02 Journalist Walls grew up with parents whose ideals and stubborn
nonconformity were their curse and their salvation. Rex and Rose Mary and their four children lived like nomads,
moving among Southwest desert towns, camping in the mountains. Rex was a charismatic, brilliant man who,
when sober, captured his children's imagination, teaching them how to embrace life fearlessly. Rose Mary painted
and wrote and couldn't stand the responsibility of providing for her family. When the money ran out, the Walls
retreated to the dismal West Virginia mining town Rex had tried to escape. As the dysfunction escalated, the
children had to fend for themselves, supporting one another as they found the resources and will to leave home.
Yet Walls describes her parents with deep affection in this tale of unconditional love in a family that, despite its
profound flaws, gave her the fiery determination to carve out a successful life. -- From publisher description.

The Home Book of Verse (Complete)-Burton Egbert Stevenson 1915

Freak the Mighty-Rodman Philbrick 2015-04-01 Max is used to being called Stupid. And he is used to everyone
being scared of him. On account of his size and looking like his dad. Kevin is used to being called Dwarf. On
account of his size and being some cripple kid. But greatness comes in all sizes, and together Max and Kevin
become Freak The Mighty and walk high above the world. An inspiring, heartbreaking, multi-award winning
international bestseller.

The Importance of British Material Culture to Historical Archaeologies of the Nineteenth CenturyAlasdair Mark Brooks 2015-11-03 Britain was the industrial and political powerhouse of the nineteenth
century—the birthplace of the Industrial Revolution and the center of the largest empire of the time. With its
broad imperial reach—and even broader indirect influence—Britain had a major impact on nineteenth-century
material culture worldwide. Because British manufactured goods were widespread in British colonies and beyond,
streetlights-and-shadows-searching-for-the-keys-to-adaptive-decision-making-a-bradford-book

Legend-Marie Lu 2013 In a dark future, when North America has split into two warring nations, 15-year-olds Day,
a famous criminal, and June, the brilliant soldier hired to capture him, discover that they have a common enemy.P.
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Putnam's Sons.

to the otherworldly secrets hidden amid Nevada’s dusty neverlands—the truth that is out there will propel each of
them into a labyrinth of otherworldly technology and the competing aims of those who might seek to prevent—or
harness—these beings of unfathomable power. Because, as it turns out, we are not the only ones who can invent
and build...and destroy. Featuring actual events and other truths drawn from sources within the military and
intelligence community, Tom DeLonge and A.J. Hartley offer a tale at once terrifying, fantastical, and perhaps all
too real. Though it is, of course, a work of... fiction?

Sekret Machines Book 1: Chasing Shadows-Tom DeLonge 2016-04-05 For those who know... that something is
going on... The witnesses are legion, scattered across the world and dotted through history, people who looked up
and saw something impossible lighting up the night sky. What those objects were, where they came from, and
who—or what—might be inside them is the subject of fierce debate and equally fierce mockery, so that most who
glimpsed them came to wish they hadn’t. Most, but not everyone. Among those who know what they’ve seen,
and—like the toll of a bell that can’t be unrung—are forever changed by it, are a pilot, an heiress, a journalist, and
a prisoner of war. From the waning days of the 20th century’s final great war to the fraught fields of Afghanistan
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